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ABSTRACT 

 
 
My thesis traces the common law’s initial inability to provide a remedy for fraudulent 
contract-making other than that provided in the action of deceit on the case for a breach 
of warranty.  By and large this was the result of an evidential rule in covenant that a 
contract had to be evidenced in a sealed instrument (ie. a specialty).  This test for an 
assumption of contractual obligation prevented the courts from receiving inferior oral 
evidence of fraud in defence to the contract.  A limited remedy for fraud was provided in 
the form of the action of deceit on the case where liability was based on tricking another 
person into contracting on the basis of a false warranty.   Evidence of fraud in the action 
of deceit on the case was reduced to proving a breach of warranty.  Any injustice created 
by the common law’s inability to provide a defence or remedy for other types of 
fraudulent contract-making was either relieved in equity, or through the passage of time 
and gradual common law development, by new common law actions, rules of evidence 
and methods of trial.  By far the most significant development in this regard was the 
establishment of a remedy for fraud in money had and received in the late seventeenth 
century, which led to the common law rule allowing for rescission of a contract for fraud.  
Any money passed under the fraudulently induced contract could be recovered in money 
had and received following rescission.  Likewise, the value of any personal property 
transferred under the fraudulently induced contract could be recovered in trover 
following a rescission.  Related developments saw warranties become actionable in 
special assumpsit (ie. contract), and a generic remedy for actual fraud develop in the 
modern tort of deceit. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This thesis started as a research project into the law relating to rescission of 

contract for fraud, and quickly grew into a more comprehensive study of the history of 

deceit on the case and related developments in contract law, which by and large is a 

history of the effect of fraud on contract.  The reason is that waiver of the tort of deceit, 

and an election to sue in money had and received or trover, is the origin of the common 

law rule allowing for the rescission of a contract for fraud.  The motivation for this 

development rested on the available proofs of deceit in the action of deceit on the case.  

Part of my thesis is that deceit was proved in the action of deceit on the case by showing 

a breach of warranty.  A breach of warranty proved deceit in a very effective, robust and 

determinative manner by showing that the warrantor either knowingly gave a false 

warranty or otherwise held himself out as knowing the truth of the matter warranted, 

when he did not.  Other forms of proving deceit may have been possible in that actions of 

deceit were tried by jury, and early jurors made their own inquiries before coming into 

court to return a verdict.  However, in terms of the form of the writ, it can be argued that 

a breach of warranty was the only legitmate means of proving deceit in an action of 

deceit on the case. 

 

Towards the end of the seventeenth century a remedy for fraud in money had and 

received began to develop.  Unrestricted by the history of the tort of deceit on the case, 

the available proofs in the remedy of money had and received were not restricted to 

showing a breach of warranty.  Nonetheless, litigants, who wanted the flexibility of 

pleading a case on the basis of a breach of warranty, and alternative proofs of deceit, 

faced the obstacle presented by a rule preventing actions in assumpsit (of which money 

had and received was a sub-category) and deceit from being combined in one action.  To 

get around this procedural inconvenience, litigants experimented with trying a breach of 

warranty in special assumpsit (ie. contract), which in turn enabled them to add a money 

count in money had and received for fraud.  This enabled litigants to try both forms of 

proof in one action; ie. a breach of warranty in special assumpsit, and a fraudulent 

misrepresentation in money had and received.  The net result was our modern learning; 
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ie. warranties are contractual (not evidential), and misrepresentations occur before a 

contract comes into being and induce the same.   

 

In telling this history, I have broken the dissertation into two parts.  The main 

purpose of the first part is to explain why the common law was at first unable to 

recognise the invalidating effect of fraud on contract.  The explanation turns on the 

importance of the seal as an evidential device at common law and the decisive and 

determinative legal tests formulated in the common law’s first formative phase.  As the 

judges concentrated on creating determinative rules that showed when a contractual 

obligation came into being, the test used (ie. whether or not there was a sealed instrument 

in writing; viz, a specialty), became so determinative, that other issues, such as whether 

or not the contract should be enforced as a matter of justice, because, for example, it was 

induced by fraud, were ignored.  The result was that litigants were forced to seek relief in 

the Court of Chancery; giving rise to a principle head of equitable intervention (ie. fraud). 

 

The second part of the dissertation is a history of the action of deceit on the case 

and related developments in contract law, which essentially is a history of how the 

common law acquired remedies for fraud.  It starts with an account of trepass, and its 

most malleable sub-form, trespass on the case, which was the form of pleading that 

eventually gave rise to the action of deceit on the case, and a remedy for the breach of a 

parole warranty.  This is followed by a discussion of the relevance of the scienter writs 

(ie. the common law action for damages for knowingly keeping an animal that had a 

propensity to attack) in the history of the action of deceit on the case. The next chapter 

provides an explanation of common law procedure that shows why certain issues, such as 

whether or not the plaintiff had to prove that the vendor knowingly gave a false warranty 

did not surface for judicial resolution until the late seventeenth century.  This is followed 

by an analysis of the basis of liability in the action of deceit on the case.  Many modern 

histories of the common law tend to treat the action of deceit on the case as contractual in 

nature (although this is often more implicit than explicit),1 mainly due to an observation 

made by Arnold that the issue in actions of deceit was almost always joined on the 

existence of the warranty and never on the allegation of scienter (ie. knowledge of the 

                                                           
1 See, for example, Milsom infra at note 555. 
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defect).2  As noted above, counter to this prevailing theory (if indeed it is sufficient to 

warrant the status of a theory), I have argued that the basis of liability in deceit was actual 

fraud; proved by showing a false warranty, which in a robust and decisive manner, 

allowed the early common law to ‘look’ inside the head of a man, as the false warranty 

proved that the vendor of personal property had either knowingly: 

 
• given a false warranty, or  

• held himself out as knowing the truth of the matter warranted, when he did not. 

 

In the eighteenth century, the old order was broken apart and the modern conception of 

fraud at common law came into being.  The tort of deceit was expanded beyond a mere 

action between contracting parties, breach of warranty became actionable in contract 

rather than tort; and via a new remedy for fraud in money had and received (and related 

actions in trover), deceit could be proved at common law by means other than showing a 

breach of warranty, and more importantly, the common law rule allowing rescission of 

contract for fraud came into being. 

 

One of the more interesting observations that I have made is that in a developing 

legal system there is no obvious basis to distinguish between deceit and breach of 

contract.  Once contract was reified, the difference became obvious.  Deceit is dishonesty 

and breach of contract is the failure to perform an assumed obligation.  Before this time, 

breach and fraud were often treated as different forms of dishonesty, and sometimes in a 

manner that makes it difficult to determine which was at play.  Early common law 

litigants used this ambiguity to great effect in influencing the development of a remedy 

for the breach of a parole warranty in trespass on the case, and later in assumpsit to 

develop a remedy for the breach of parole contracts generally.  Even though we may 

assume that those who considered the law knew what contract was at its very core, the 

most expansive remedy for breach of contract (ie. assumpsit), continued in form to be a 

complaint about deceitfully tricking others into performing a contract or incurring a loss 

of bargain.   

                                                           
2 Arnold (ed) Select Cases of Trespass from the King’s Courts 1307 – 1399 Vol. 103 (London: Selden 
Society, 1987) at lxxxiv and Arnold “Fourteenth Century Promises” [1976] Cambridge Law Journal 321 at 
332. 
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 Another interesting observation was finding a link between the old tort of deceit 

and the modern tort of deceit as first espoused in Pasley v Freeman in 1789.  In the old 

tort of deceit, the implied warranty that the warrantor knew the truth of the matter 

warranted was sufficient to enable the courts to develop a determinative test for deceit 

based on whether or not the warranty was correct.  If it was not correct, the warrantor had 

either knowingly given a false warranty, or otherwise had falsely held himself out as 

knowing the truth of the matter warranted, when he did not.  In the modern tort of deceit, 

a representor who intends another to act on his representation is held to impliedly state 

his belief in the matter represented.  It follows that the absence of such a belief is proof of 

deceit, and the existence of such a belief, regardless of whether or not the same was 

negligently obtained, is sufficient to show the representor was honest.   

 

 A third observation that I made, was that neither equity nor the common law had a 

concept of a sound or adequate price. In equity, the issue was raised in cases involving 

the sale of an expectancy, reversion or remainder interest.  A common element in these 

cases was the sale of an expectancy, reversion or remainder interest at less than market 

value, which may beg the conclusion that equity intervened on the basis of the price 

being inadequate.  At common law there was a suggestion in the eighteenth century that a 

warranty of quality would be implied, if the buyer paid a price that one would normally 

pay for a sound product.  The reality is that equity only intervened if there was fraud or 

usury, and the common law did not imply a warranty on the basis of the payment of a 

‘sound price’.   

 

 The dissertation ends with a summary that traces the history of the action of deceit 

on the case and related developments in contract law.  Before getting to the same, it will 

be useful for the reader to note my position that mapping this history is an important 

endeavour in and of itself.  I also note that in telling this history, I have tried to resist the 

temptation of imposing a strict sense of logic on a sometimes irrational and seemingly 

random history.  It follows that my endeavour has been to do my best to tell the story as it 

was, as opposed to how it might have been if one individual had utltimate control over 

how the same played out. 
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